The cardiovascular amplifiers in human primary hypertension and their role in a strategy for detecting the underlying causes.
The present review considers evidence that in chronic hypertension, hypertrophy of the muscles of the resistance vessels and left ventricle (LV) accounts for their intrinsic properties as haemodynamic amplifiers. In spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) there is early hypertrophy of both vessels and LV, suggesting that they may initiate hypertension; slow development of alpha-adrenoceptors may contribute to the early preponderance of the LV amplifier. In human hypertension LV hypertrophy occurs in most patients, including a high proportion of mild hypertensives. In Goldblatt one-kidney hypertension the stenosis resistance, which is the initiating cause, accounts for 25% of the rise in blood pressure throughout, with 75% initially due to systemic constrictor action of angiotensin II and later due to the amplifier properties of the hypertrophied heart and vessels. The cardiovascular amplifiers must be important in all chronic hypertension, so that if hypertrophy can be reversed, detection of the initiating mechanism should be easier. Studies in patients indicate that drug therapy can reverse hypertrophy and that subsequent redevelopment of hypertension is markedly slowed. We postulate an intrinsic disturbance of muscle performance in all primary hypertension, which may be triggered through the sympathetic nervous system in some patients and through altered cation transport in others.